Why House2Home Inspection Services?
SCHEDULING
Whether calling our staffed office, using our online scheduler, using your
personalized Real Estate Dashboard (RED) app or through email, H2H Inspection
Services will make scheduling your home inspection simple. H2H Inspection
Management System's automated announcements and reminders help keep all
parties informed regarding the inspection process. H2H performs inspections
Monday through Saturday.

REPORT
Realtors appreciate our report structure and turnaround time. The inspection
report is delivered via email to you and your client within hours of the inspection.
H2H inspection reports include photos of any noted defects and many reference
photos for information purposes. These photos in conjunction our inspector’s
ratings and comments makes understanding the homes strengths and weaknesses
easier for you, the buyer and the seller. We are confident in our inspection results
so provide our clients with House2Home Inspection’s 100 Day Guarantee.

INFORMATION
House2Home Inspection Services always encourages the client to attend the
inspection. Our inspectors enjoy the interaction with their clients. When finding
potential defects or weaknesses, they will explain the severity and possible
remediation actions. H2H inspectors will also explain and operate the homes major
systems. Our goal is to educate our client on their potential purchase so they can
make an informed decision.

INSPECTORS
In Michigan there are no legal or licensing requirements to be called a "home
inspector". House2Home inspectors are required to be trained and certified by the
National Institute of Building Inspectors (NIBI) ensuring H2H inspectors are
knowledgeable, thorough and up to date. Our inspectors have 35+ years of home
inspection experience providing them with a wide base of knowledge. H2H
inspectors are fully insured with E&O and General Liability insurances. We also
enjoy what we do...helping clients understand a house they hope will become their
home.
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